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(54) TECHNIQUES FOR BEHAVIORAL PAIRING IN A CONTACT CENTER SYSTEM

(57) Techniques for behavioral pairing in a contact
center system are disclosed. In one particular embodi-
ment, the techniques may be realized as a method for
behavioral pairing in a contact center system comprising
determining, by at least one computer processor com-
municatively coupled to and configured to operate in the

contact center system, a preferred hold activity for a con-
tact; presenting, by the at least one computer processor,
the preferred hold activity to the contact; and assigning,
by the at least one computer processor, the contact to
an available agent based on the preferred hold activity.
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Description

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] This disclosure generally relates to pairing con-
tacts and agents in contact centers and, more particular-
ly, to techniques for behavioral pairing in a contact center
system.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] A typical contact center algorithmically assigns
contacts arriving at the contact center to agents available
to handle those contacts. At times, the contact center
may have agents available and waiting for assignment
to inbound or outbound contacts (e.g., telephone calls,
Internet chat sessions, email). At other times, the contact
center may have contacts waiting in one or more queues
for an agent to become available for assignment.
[0003] In some typical contact centers, contacts are
assigned to agents ordered based on time of arrival, and
agents receive contacts ordered based on the time when
those agents became available. This strategy may be
referred to as a "first-in, first-out," "FIFO," or "round-robin"
strategy. In other typical contact centers, other strategies
may be used, such as "performance-based routing," or
a "PBR" strategy.
[0004] In other, more advanced contact centers, con-
tacts are paired with agents using a "behavioral pairing,"
or a "BP" strategy, under which contacts and agents may
be deliberately (preferentially) paired in a fashion that
enables the assignment of subsequent contact-agent
pairs such that when the benefits of all the assignments
under a BP strategy are totaled they may exceed those
of FIFO and other strategies such as performance-based
routing ("PBR") strategies. BP is designed to encourage
balanced utilization of agents within a skill queue while
nevertheless simultaneously improving overall contact
center performance beyond what FIFO or PBR methods
will allow. This is a remarkable achievement inasmuch
as BP acts on the same calls and same agents as FIFO
or PBR methods, utilizes agents approximately evenly
as FIFO provides, and yet improves overall contact cent-
er performance. BP is described in, e.g., U.S. Patent No.
9,300,802. Additional information about these and other
features regarding the pairing or matching modules
(sometimes also referred to as "SATMAP," "routing sys-
tem," "routing engine," etc.) is described in, for example,
U.S. Patent No. 8,879,715.
[0005] In some typical contact centers, contacts may
be presented with hold music or informational messages
while the contacts are waiting to be connected to an
agent. Some of the contacts may not enjoy the default
hold activity, and the hold activity provides no usable in-
formation to a BP strategy.
[0006] In view of the foregoing, it may be understood
that there may be a need for a system that enables con-
tact centers to present preferred hold activities to con-

tacts, as well as to use information about preferred hold
activities in a pairing strategy, so as to improve the effi-
ciency and performance of pairing strategies that are de-
signed to choose among multiple possible pairings, such
as a BP strategy.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0007] Techniques for behavioral pairing in a contact
center system are disclosed. In one particular embodi-
ment, the techniques may be realized as a method for
behavioral pairing in a contact center system comprising
determining, by at least one computer processor com-
municatively coupled to and configured to operate in the
contact center system, a preferred hold activity for a con-
tact; presenting, by the at least one computer processor,
the preferred hold activity to the contact; and assigning,
by the at least one computer processor, the contact to
an available agent based on the preferred hold activity.
[0008] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the preferred hold activity may be play-
ing music preferred by the contact.
[0009] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the preferred hold activity may be de-
livering informational messages preferred by the contact.
[0010] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, determining the preferred hold activity
may comprise receiving, by the at least one computer
processor, input from the contact about the preferred hold
activity.
[0011] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, assigning the contact to the available
agent may comprise using, by the at least one computer
processor, a behavioral pairing strategy.
[0012] In another particular embodiment, the tech-
niques may be realized as a method for behavioral pairing
in a contact center system comprising: determining, by
at least one computer processor communicatively cou-
pled to and configured to operate in the contact center
system, a preferred hold activity for a contact; presenting,
by the at least one computer processor, the preferred
hold activity to the contact; postponing, by the at least
one computer processor, assigning the contact based on
the preferred hold activity; and after postponing, assign-
ing, by the at least one computer processor, the contact
to an available agent of a plurality of available agents
using a behavioral pairing strategy.
[0013] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the behavioral pairing strategy may in-
corporate information about the preferred hold activity.
[0014] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the method may further comprise ex-
tending, by the at least one computer processor, a default
service level agreement for the contact based on infor-
mation about the preferred hold activity.
[0015] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the preferred hold activity may be lis-
tening to music preferred by the contact.
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[0016] In accordance with other aspects of this partic-
ular embodiment, the postponing may be based on a
duration of the preferred hold activity.
[0017] In another particular embodiment, the tech-
niques may be realized as a system for behavioral pairing
in a contact center system comprising at least one com-
puter processor communicatively coupled to and config-
ured to operate in the contact center system, wherein the
at least one computer processor is further configured to
perform the steps in the above-discussed methods.
[0018] In another particular embodiment, the tech-
niques may be realized as an article of manufacture for
behavioral pairing in a contact center system comprising
a non-transitory processor readable medium and instruc-
tions stored on the medium, wherein the instructions are
configured to be readable from the medium by at least
one computer processor communicatively coupled to
and configured to operate in the contact center system
and thereby cause the at least one computer processor
to operate to perform the steps in the above-discussed
methods.
[0019] The present disclosure will now be described in
more detail with reference to particular embodiments
thereof as shown in the accompanying drawings. While
the present disclosure is described below with reference
to particular embodiments, it should be understood that
the present disclosure is not limited thereto. Those of
ordinary skill in the art having access to the teachings
herein will recognize additional implementations, modi-
fications, and embodiments, as well as other fields of
use, which are within the scope of the present disclosure
as described herein, and with respect to which the
present disclosure may be of significant utility.
[0020] The present invention is defined by the append-
ed claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] To facilitate a fuller understanding of the present
disclosure, reference is now made to the accompanying
drawings, in which like elements are referenced with like
numerals. These drawings should not be construed as
limiting the present disclosure, but are intended to be
illustrative only.

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a contact center
system according to embodiments of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 2 shows a flow diagram of a behavioral pairing
method according to embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 3 shows a flow diagram of a behavioral pairing
method according to embodiments of the present
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] A typical contact center algorithmically assigns

contacts arriving at the contact center to agents available
to handle those contacts. At times, the contact center
may have agents available and waiting for assignment
to inbound or outbound contacts (e.g., telephone calls,
Internet chat sessions, email). At other times, the contact
center may have contacts waiting in one or more queues
for an agent to become available for assignment.
[0023] In some typical contact centers, contacts are
assigned to agents ordered based on time of arrival, and
agents receive contacts ordered based on the time when
those agents became available. This strategy may be
referred to as a "first-in, first-out," "FIFO," or "round-robin"
strategy. In other typical contact centers, other strategies
may be used, such as "performance-based routing," or
a "PBR" strategy.
[0024] In other, more advanced contact centers, con-
tacts are paired with agents using a "behavioral pairing,"
or a "BP" strategy, under which contacts and agents may
be deliberately (preferentially) paired in a fashion that
enables the assignment of subsequent contact-agent
pairs such that when the benefits of all the assignments
under a BP strategy are totaled they may exceed those
of FIFO and other strategies such as performance-based
routing ("PBR") strategies. BP is designed to encourage
balanced utilization of agents within a skill queue while
nevertheless simultaneously improving overall contact
center performance beyond what FIFO or PBR methods
will allow. This is a remarkable achievement inasmuch
as BP acts on the same calls and same agents as FIFO
or PBR methods, utilizes agents approximately evenly
as FIFO provides, and yet improves overall contact cent-
er performance. BP is described in, e.g., U.S. Patent No.
9,300,802. Additional information about these and other
features regarding the pairing or matching modules
(sometimes also referred to as "SATMAP," "routing sys-
tem," "routing engine," etc.) is described in, for example,
U.S. Patent No. 8,879,715.
[0025] In some typical contact centers, contacts may
be presented with hold music or informational messages
while the contacts are waiting to be connected to an
agent. Some of the contacts may not enjoy the default
hold activity, and the hold activity provides no usable in-
formation to a BP strategy.
[0026] In view of the foregoing, it may be understood
that there may be a need for a system that enables con-
tact centers to present preferred hold activities to con-
tacts, as well as to use information about preferred hold
activities in a pairing strategy, so as to improve the effi-
ciency and performance of pairing strategies that are de-
signed to choose among multiple possible pairings, such
as a BP strategy.
[0027] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a contact cent-
er system 100 according to embodiments of the present
disclosure. The description herein describes network el-
ements, computers, and/or components of a system and
method for simulating contact center systems that may
include one or more modules. As used herein, the term
"module" may be understood to refer to computing soft-
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ware, firmware, hardware, and/or various combinations
thereof. Modules, however, are not to be interpreted as
software which is not implemented on hardware,
firmware, or recorded on a processor readable recorda-
ble storage medium (i.e., modules are not software per
se). It is noted that the modules are exemplary. The mod-
ules may be combined, integrated, separated, and/or du-
plicated to support various applications. Also, a function
described herein as being performed at a particular mod-
ule may be performed at one or more other modules
and/or by one or more other devices instead of or in ad-
dition to the function performed at the particular module.
Further, the modules may be implemented across mul-
tiple devices and/or other components local or remote to
one another. Additionally, the modules may be moved
from one device and added to another device, and/or
may be included in both devices.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 1, the contact center system
100 may include a central switch 110. The central switch
110 may receive incoming contacts (e.g., callers) or sup-
port outbound connections to contacts via a telecommu-
nications network (not shown). The central switch 110
may include contact routing hardware and software for
helping to route contacts among one or more contact
centers, or to one or more PBX/ACDs or other queuing
or switching components, including other Internet-based,
cloud-based, or otherwise networked contact-agent
hardware or software-based contact center solutions.
[0029] The central switch 110 may not be necessary
such as if there is only one contact center, or if there is
only one PBX/ACD routing component, in the contact
center system 100. If more than one contact center is
part of the contact center system 100, each contact cent-
er may include at least one contact center switch (e.g.,
contact center switches 120A and 120B). The contact
center switches 120A and 120B may be communicatively
coupled to the central switch 110. In embodiments, var-
ious topologies of routing and network components may
be configured to implement the contact center system.
[0030] Each contact center switch for each contact
center may be communicatively coupled to a plurality (or
"pool") of agents. Each contact center switch may support
a certain number of agents (or "seats") to be logged in
at one time. At any given time, a logged-in agent may be
available and waiting to be connected to a contact, or the
logged-in agent maybe unavailable for any of a number
of reasons, such as being connected to another contact,
performing certain post-call functions such as logging in-
formation about the call, or taking a break.
[0031] In the example of FIG. 1, the central switch 110
routes contacts to one of two contact centers via contact
center switch 120A and contact center switch 120B, re-
spectively. Each of the contact center switches 120A and
120B are shown with two agents each. Agents 130A and
130B may be logged into contact center switch 120A,
and agents 130C and 130D may be logged into contact
center switch 120B.
[0032] The contact center system 100 may also be

communicatively coupled to an integrated service from,
for example, a third-party vendor. In the example of FIG.
1, behavioral pairing module 140 may be communica-
tively coupled to one or more switches in the switch sys-
tem of the contact center system 100, such as central
switch 110, contact center switch 120A, or contact center
switch 120B. In some embodiments, switches of the con-
tact center system 100 may be communicatively coupled
to multiple behavioral pairing modules. In some embod-
iments, behavioral pairing module 140 may be embed-
ded within a component of a contact center system (e.g.,
embedded in or otherwise integrated with a switch, or a
"BP switch"). The behavioral pairing module 140 may
receive information from a switch (e.g., contact center
switch 120A) about agents logged into the switch (e.g.,
agents 130A and 130B) and about incoming contacts via
another switch (e.g., central switch 110) or, in some em-
bodiments, from a network (e.g., the Internet or a tele-
communications network) (not shown).
[0033] A contact center may include multiple pairing
modules (e.g., a BP module and a FIFO module) (not
shown), and one or more pairing modules may be pro-
vided by one or more different vendors. In some embod-
iments, one or more pairing modules may be components
of behavioral pairing module 140 or one or more switches
such as central switch 110 or contact center switches
120A and 120B. In some embodiments, a BP module
may determine which pairing module may handle pairing
for a particular contact. For example, the BP module may
alternate between enabling pairing via the BP module
and enabling pairing with the FIFO module. In other em-
bodiments, one pairing module (e.g., the BP module)
may be configured to emulate other pairing strategies.
For example, a BP module, or a BP component integrated
with BP components in the BP module, may determine
whether the BP module may use BP pairing or emulated
FIFO pairing for a particular contact. In this case, "BP
on" may refer to times when the BP module is applying
the BP pairing strategy, and "BP off’ may refer to other
times when the BP module is applying a different pairing
strategy (e.g., FIFO).
[0034] In some embodiments, regardless of whether
pairing strategies are handled by separate modules, or
if some pairing strategies are emulated within a single
pairing module, the single pairing module may be con-
figured to monitor and store information about pairings
made under any or all pairing strategies. For example, a
BP module may observe and record data about FIFO
pairings made by a FIFO module, or the BP module may
observe and record data about emulated FIFO pairings
made by a BP module operating in FIFO emulation mode.
[0035] The switches (e.g., central switch 110, may in-
clude contact communication equipment capable of de-
livering a hold activity to the contact. For example, in a
call center, the central switch 110 may retrieve and play
hold music or a hold message to the contact. In some
embodiments, the central switch 110 may be configured
to receive input from the contact regarding the hold ac-
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tivity. For example, the central switch 110 may receive a
selection of preferred hold music from the contact and
play the preferred hold music. In some embodiments, the
BP module 140 or a similar module may be configured
to retrieve to receive the input from the contact or provide
information to a switch (e.g., central switch 110) about
the hold activity that should be presented.
[0036] FIG. 2 shows a flow diagram of a behavioral
pairing method 200 according to embodiments of the
present disclosure. Behavioral pairing method 200 may
begin at block 210.
[0037] At block 210, a preferred hold activity for a con-
tact may be determined. In some embodiments, input is
received from the contact. For example, in a call center,
a caller may be given a choice of several songs or several
genres of music, and the contact may make a selection,
such as by pressing a button or speaking to an interactive
voice response (IVR) system. In some embodiments, the
contact’s selection may be transmitted to another module
communicatively coupled to the contact center system
such as BP module 140 (FIG. 1). In some embodiments,
the contact center system may be configured to enable
a contact to select no hold activity (e.g., a caller will hear
only silence), beeping, or ambient noises (e.g., images
or sounds from a beach or rainforest). In some embodi-
ments, the contact may be offered the option of request-
ing a callback before, during, or after selection of the
contact’s preferred hold activity.
[0038] In other embodiments, the contact’s preferenc-
es may already be known to the contact center system.
For example, the contact center system may have stored
a contact’s preferences from an earlier interaction with
the contact. In other embodiments, the contact center
system may retrieve information from a third-party such
as a social network or music streaming service. For ex-
ample, the contact may have previously granted permis-
sion for the contact center system to connect to a music
streaming service and retrieve a preferred song, album,
playlist, etc. In some embodiments, the option to select
a preferred hold activity may be enabled in return for con-
tacts that have previously provided other additional data
(including data unrelated to the preferred hold activity)
that may be used to inform a BP model.
[0039] Having determined the preferred hold activity
for the contact, the behavioral pairing method 200 may
proceed to block 220.
[0040] At block 220, the preferred hold activity may be
presented to the contact. For example, the contact’s se-
lected or otherwise preferred song may be played as hold
music. In some embodiments, the contact center system
may be configured to allow the contact to return to block
210 to change the hold activity. In some embodiments,
multiple preferred hold activities may be presented to the
contact. For example, one or more informational mes-
sages may be presented to the contact before, during,
or after one or more preferred songs have been played.
In some embodiments, the preferred hold activity may
be provided via a connection to a third-party service pro-

vider. For example, a preferred song may be streamed
via a third-party music streaming service. Having pre-
sented the preferred hold activity to the contact, the be-
havioral pairing method 200 may proceed to block 230.
[0041] At block 230, the contact may be assigned to
an available agent based on the preferred hold activity.
In some embodiments, the assignment may be made
using a BP strategy that incorporates information about
the preferred hold activity in its BP model to preferably
pair the contact with an agent that will lead to the preferred
outcome being optimized by the BP strategy. By incor-
porating information about the preferred hold activity, the
BP strategy may achieve improved overall performance
for the contact center system than a BP strategy that did
not have the advantage of information about a contact’s
preferred hold activity. In some embodiments, the BP
strategy may incorporate additional information related
to the preferred hold activity. For example, the BP module
may retrieve additional information from the contact’s so-
cial network or music streaming service about the con-
tact, such as a contact’s listening history, playlist infor-
mation, preferred artists and bands, etc.
[0042] In some embodiments, the assignment of the
contact to an available agent may be output to one or
more other modules of the contact center system. Pres-
entation of the hold activity may end, and a connection
may be established between the contact and the agent
for communication via a voice call, chat session, or an-
other communication channel.
[0043] After assigning the contact to an available
agent, behavioral pairing method 200 may end. In some
embodiments, multiple instances of behavioral pairing
method 200 may be running simultaneously. For exam-
ple, the contact center system may be assigning a first
contact to an available agent while contemporaneously
determining the preferred hold activity for several other
contacts that have recently arrived at the contact center
system.
[0044] FIG. 3 shows a flow diagram of a behavioral
pairing method 300 according to embodiments of the
present disclosure behavioral pairing method 300 may
begin at block 310.
[0045] At block 310, a preferred hold activity for a con-
tact may be determined, as in block 210 of behavioral
pairing method 200 (FIG. 2). Having determined the pre-
ferred hold activity for the contact, behavioral pairing
method 300 may proceed to block 320.
[0046] At block 320, the preferred hold activity may be
presented to the contact, as in block 220 of behavioral
pairing method 200. During the presentation of the hold
activity, behavioral pairing method 300 may proceed to
block 330.
[0047] At block 330, assignment of the contact may be
postponed based on the preferred hold activity. In some
embodiments, a choice-based pairing strategy such as
a BP strategy benefits from a delay or postponement as
more contacts arrive or more agents become available
for assignment. The increased amount of choice may
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improve the performance of the choice-based strategy.
The effect of increasing choice on a BP strategy is de-
scribed in detail in, for example, U.S. Patent Application
No. 15/395,469.
[0048] In some embodiments, behavioral pairing meth-
od 300 may postpone assignment based on the preferred
hold activity by postponing until up to or after the conclu-
sion of the hold activity. For example, if a caller is listening
to a favorite song, the behavioral pairing method 300 may
delay assigning the caller to an agent until the song is
over. In other embodiments, the behavioral pairing meth-
od 300 may delay assigning the contact until the earlier
of a preferred amount of choice becomes possible as
more agents become available or when the preferred
hold activity is over.
[0049] In some embodiments, the contact center sys-
tem may have a service level agreement (SLA) in place
that requires a contact to be assigned on a first-in, first-
out (FIFO) basis if the contact has been waiting more
than a predetermined amount of time (e.g., 30 seconds,
1 minute, 10% longer than the average wait time, etc.).
In some of these embodiments, the SLA may be relaxed
or extended to the duration of the hold activity. For ex-
ample, an SLA may require contacts to be routed using
a FIFO pairing strategy if they have been waiting longer
than three minutes, but if a contact choose to listen to a
song with a duration of 3 minutes and 47 seconds, the
SLA for that contact may be extended for a period of time
more than, equal to, or less than 47 seconds. In some
scenarios, a contact may enjoy the entirety of the hold
activity and still be assigned using a BP strategy because
the contacts SLA will not be considered "blown" or oth-
erwise exceeded.
[0050] Having postponed assignment of the contact
based on the preferred hold activity, behavioral pairing
method 300 may proceed to block 340.
[0051] At block 340, the contact may be assigned to
an available agent. In some embodiments, the contact
may be assigned to an available agent based on the pre-
ferred hold activity, as in block 230 of behavioral pairing
method 200. In some situations, more agents may have
become available during the delay, increasing the
amount of choice available to the BP strategy and thereby
improving the performance of the contact center system.
In the embodiments in which SLAs have been extended,
more contacts may be assigned using a BP strategy in-
stead of FIFO (or another default routing strategy), there-
by improving the performance of the contact center sys-
tem.
[0052] After assigning the contact to an available
agent, behavioral pairing method 300 may end. In some
embodiments, multiple instances of behavioral pairing
method 300 may be running simultaneously as with be-
havioral pairing method 200.
[0053] At this point it should be noted that behavioral
pairing in a contact center system in accordance with the
present disclosure as described above may involve the
processing of input data and the generation of output

data to some extent. This input data processing and out-
put data generation may be implemented in hardware or
software. For example, specific electronic components
may be employed in a behavioral pairing module or sim-
ilar or related circuitry for implementing the functions as-
sociated with behavioral pairing in a contact center sys-
tem in accordance with the present disclosure as de-
scribed above. Alternatively, one or more processors op-
erating in accordance with instructions may implement
the functions associated with behavioral pairing in a con-
tact center system in accordance with the present dis-
closure as described above. If such is the case, it is within
the scope of the present disclosure that such instructions
may be stored on one or more non-transitory processor
readable storage media (e.g., a magnetic disk or other
storage medium), or transmitted to one or more proces-
sors via one or more signals embodied in one or more
carrier waves.
[0054] The present disclosure is not to be limited in
scope by the specific embodiments described herein. In-
deed, other various embodiments of and modifications
to the present disclosure, in addition to those described
herein, will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the
art from the foregoing description and accompanying
drawings. Thus, such other embodiments and modifica-
tions are intended to fall within the scope of the present
disclosure. Further, although the present disclosure has
been described herein in the context of at least one par-
ticular implementation in at least one particular environ-
ment for at least one particular purpose, those of ordinary
skill in the art will recognize that its usefulness is not
limited thereto and that the present disclosure may be
beneficially implemented in any number of environments
for any number of purposes. Accordingly, the claims set
forth below should be construed in view of the full breadth
of the present disclosure as described herein.

Claims

1. A method for pairing in a contact center system (100)
comprising:

determining, by at least one computer processor
communicatively coupled to and configured to
operate in the contact center system (100), a
preferred hold activity for a contact;
presenting, by the at least one computer proc-
essor, the preferred hold activity to the contact;
and
assigning, by the at least one computer proces-
sor, the contact to an available agent based on
the preferred hold activity.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the preferred hold
activity is playing music preferred by the contact.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the preferred hold
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activity is delivering informational messages pre-
ferred by the contact.

4. The method of any preceding claim, wherein deter-
mining the preferred hold activity comprises receiv-
ing, by the at least one computer processor, input
from the contact about the preferred hold activity.

5. The method of any preceding claim, wherein assign-
ing the contact to the available agent comprises us-
ing, by the at least one computer processor, a be-
havioral pairing strategy.

6. A method for pairing in a contact center system (100)
comprising:

determining, by at least one computer processor
communicatively coupled to and configured to
operate in the contact center system (100), a
preferred hold activity for a contact;
presenting, by the at least one computer proc-
essor, the preferred hold activity to the contact;
postponing, by the at least one computer proc-
essor, assigning the contact based on the pre-
ferred hold activity; and
after postponing, assigning, by the at least one
computer processor, the contact to an available
agent of a plurality of available agents using a
behavioral pairing strategy.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the behavioral pair-
ing strategy incorporates information about the pre-
ferred hold activity.

8. The method of any of claims 6 to 7, further comprising
extending, by the at least one computer processor,
a default service level agreement for the contact
based on information about the preferred hold activ-
ity.

9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the pre-
ferred hold activity is listening to music preferred by
the contact.

10. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the
postponing is based on a duration of the preferred
hold activity.

11. A system (140) for pairing in a contact center system
(100) comprising:

at least one computer processor communica-
tively coupled to and configured to operate in
the contact center system (100), wherein the at
least one computer processor is further config-
ured to perform the method of any preceding
claim.

12. An article of manufacture for pairing in a contact cent-
er system (100) comprising:

a non-transitory processor readable medium;
and
instructions stored on the medium;
wherein the instructions are configured to be
readable from the medium by at least one com-
puter processor communicatively coupled to
and configured to operate in the contact center
system (100) and thereby cause the at least one
computer processor to operate so as perform
the method of any of claims 1 to 10.
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